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Image retrieval

text-image retrieval image-image retrieval

person reidentification Text-image composed retrieval/composed image retrieval
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Presentation Notes
Image retrieval:   find the target image from a large database of digital images.Limitation of current image/text image retrieval:  when user cannot precisely describe the intention by a single image or keywords. 



Foundation of Text-Image Composed Retrieval
A picture is worth a thousand words
Image space is dense and continues

[Dalle2 example, OpenAI, 2022]

Text space is sparse and discrete

A

B
Text to gap the subtle or 
significant difference

• Image representation to supply a precise anchor in the dense 
continuous visual space.

• Text representation to supply subtle or significant differences 
between visual contents

• Generalize sparse modified text attributes to dense reference 
images
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Presentation Notes
Image -> fine grained/precise informationText -> abstract Talk about dense and sparse in semantic spaceLimitation of text/image retrieval: text-image retrieval suffers from the unprecise description and unlimited correct targetsimage-image retrieval suffers from expression limitation without the ability to generalise to different visual content



Motivation & Definition
Text-image composed retrieval:

• Real-world application: fashion domain e-commerce; open domain internet search
• Robustness of real-world application is crucial

Definition of robustness in text-image composed retrieval:
• Robustness against natural corruption including both visual and textual
• Robustness against text understanding

Swap “Ptu the parrot in the basket with toys.”
Qwerty “Put the parrot in 5he basktd with toys.”
Repetition “Put the parrot in the basket with with toys.”
Homophones “Put the parrot inn the basket with toys.”

“Is black with lawyer written on it.”

“Change to a bathroom with white vanity and two mirrors.”



Evaluation metrics:
• Robustness against natural corruption including both visual and textual: relative robustness

• Robustness against text understanding: Recall@5

Three evaluation datasets:
• FashionIQ-C: fashion domain with 15 visual corruptions and 7 textual corruptions
• CIRR-C: open domain with 15 visual corruptions and 7 textual corruptions 
• CIRR-D: Diagnostic dataset with text variations including number variations, attribute variations (color, shape, 

size), object removal, and background variations and fine-grained variations. 
Visual corruptions (Noise, blur, weather and digital):                         Textual corruptions(character level and word level):

Evaluation Metrics
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Compare with CIRR dataset, the sub category



Result Analysis of Natural Corruptions

Observation & results:  + larger models also have better robustness   + multi-task training may boost robustness 
     + text features from aligned space can help boost the robustness, while independent space will damage the robustness 
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Compare with CIRR dataset, the sub category



Robustness against text understanding

Our reproduced result [CLIP4Cir, CVPR2022].

Reference 
image:

Modified text

Ranked-1 

Ranked-2

Ranked-3

Current models have difficulty of text understanding.

We build a benchmark to detect:

+ numerical variations
+ attribute variations
+ object removal
+ background variations
+fine-grained vatiations

Based on CIRR, we generate text variations and corresponding 
images 

“Remove the lemon.” “Change the dog to 
three penguins.”
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CIRR-D with generated images

Numerical Object removal

Color/shape/Size



CIRR-D uses extend caption of and sub-category of CIRR

Numerical

Fine-grained variations 

Fine-grained variations

Background variations 



Results analysis of text understanding

Observation & results: 
+ models gain stronger discriminative ability for attribute, instead of object removal and background
+ text guidance expands the possibility of the targets, which over guidance the model decision.
+ a modified text offers accurate information while minimizing the number of feasible targets can 
enhance the model’s discriminative ability 
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Summary

 Model pre-trained on large datasets will lead to better robustness
 Multi-task training may boost performance 
 Text features help boost the robustness when its 

• from aligned space of image feature
• Minimize the number of feasible targets
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